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Relocation colony in South India



Disaster policy evolution in India

• Colonial era: Paternalistic state; relief-oriented, hierarchical 
between the relief recipient and relief provider

• Post-independence: Focus remained on relief; Inadequate 
state capacity for preparedness

• 2000s
• 1999 supercyclone, 2004 tsunami: rupture leading to 

Disaster Management Act (2005), which mandated setting 
up National Disaster Management Authority as apex body 
(federated disaster governance, districts) 

• ‘Zero causalities approach’ 
• Global changes: Four priorities under Sendai Framework 

for Disaster Risk Reduction: understanding disaster risk; 
strengthening disaster risk governance; investing in 
disaster risk reduction for resilience; and enhancing 
disaster preparedness for effective response, to “Build 
Back Better” in recovery, rehabilitation and 
reconstruction. 

• Domestic, global shifts led to more preparatory approach; 
operationalised through planned relocation, investment in 
early warning systems, community awareness

Resettlement housing in Odisha, east India. 
Photo by Zohrab Reys Gamat



2004 Tsunami and institutional shifts in disaster 
management

• Influx of funding and attention led 
to massive reconstruction projects 
funded by multilateral agencies + 
NGO engagement

• Recovery measures focussed on 
reconstruction (houses and public 
infrastructure, relocation (risk 
reduction), and rebuilding (fishing 
livelihoods and infrastructure)

• Several community-based 
interventions on capacity building 
(e.g. emergency warnings, 
evacuation drills). 

• Less attention to psychosocial 
recovery and agriculture/farmers Fishers in Nagapattinam, stone barrier to reduce storm surge in the 

background. Photo by Y Udupa



(Un)planned 
relocation and 
shifting risk

2004 Indian Ocean 
tsunami resettlement

2015 South India Floods

2010 onwards Recurrent 
cyclones 

Multiple waves of 
relocation

Resettlement colonies in 
Chennai, built on wetlands 
and prone to flooding, 
livelihood loss Post-tsunami resettlement colony in Chennai, built on wetlands and 

prone to flooding. Photo by C Singh



Outcomes of relocation

• Strong houses
• Less exposed to hazard
• Lack of choice and 

autonomy in post-
disaster resettlement

• Loss of political agency 
and fishing identity

• Inappropriate 
infrastructure causing 
long-term resistance to 
change

• Early settlers lost out
mistrust

https://www.iied.org/sites/default/files/pdfs/migrate/10840IIED.pdf



Making sense of disaster 
recovery and the role of 
planned relocation in it



Narratives surrounding disaster events  How are disaster events represented?



Disasters as unprecedented events and 
unknowable vs recurrent, man-made



How are disaster-affected people and losses represented?



“The psychological stress of what people being evicted
are facing - nobody asks about that, the narratives
especially of women. We need a method to look at
different dimensions, the positives and negatives, of
how people live now.” Disaster management expert,
Chennai (2019)

Loss in terms of economic impacts, 
infrastructure losses, in aggregates



Narratives of recovery interventionsHow does all this lead to 
certain types of recovery 
interventions?



Recovery as…rebuilding, repairing, relocating

 Focus remains on infrastructure 
at the cost of intangible recovery 
interventions 

 Secondary focus on repairing or 
strengthening lives/livelihoods

 Build Back Better is difficult 
in situ so rebuilding in new 
sites, BBB for whom?

 Infrastructural interventions 
have high visibility and better 
M&E potential



Recovery as…relocation and one-time



Recovery as… multiple things, ongoing

For us, our houses, being 
able to fish is important.

We also need a proper cyclone shelter. We go 
stay at the school when there is a storm. There 

is inadequate space there for everyone. 

I have drawn a temple, the 
temple has to be fixed. 
These amenities are very 
important for our 
community to recover.

During Cyclone Gaja a lot of trees 
were lost. Barely any trees left, I even 
struggle to find shade these days.



Conclusion



Takeaways

● Relocation and resettlement has always been taking place and will 
contribute to be one of the solutions to increasing extreme events

● Disaster events are moments of socioeconomic ruptures  narratives of 
unprecedented, natural events vs. predictable, man-made events

● Disaster impacts and losses are material and non-material but focus 
remains on aggregated, tangible impacts 

● Disaster recovery envisaged as “build back better” and often 
infrastructural  leading to rebuilding, repairing, relocating

● Need to pay attention to the conditions under which and into which people 
relocate, focussing on social, economic, and ecological outcomes over time. 



More at: https://recoverywithdignity.iihs.co.in/
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